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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we study identification of parameters in certain models of
w xelastic structures, so-called narrow plate models 10 , of an intermediate
nature between beams and plates. Of particular interest to us here are
models that include linear shearing effects, so that the body is considered
to be moderately thick, and linear torsion terms reflecting narrowness of
w xthe body. In 10 , we introduced a model of this type, based on the energy
form for the Mindlin]Timoshenko plate equations, imposing restrictions
to account for the indicated geometry. The resulting model involves a set
of linear symmetric hyperbolic equations in two independent variables,
time and the longitudinal beam coordinate, which are a special case of the
w xMindlin]Timoshenko plate equations 9 and an extension of the familiar
w xTimoshenko beam system as described in 13, 12 , e.g., to include torsional
vibrations. The Mindlin]Timoshenko system is itself a generalization of
the Kirchhoff model, modified to include shearing and rotatory inertia. In
w x10 , an experimental validation is carried out, comparing computed natu-
ral frequencies with corresponding frequencies obtained from laboratory
experiments.
The focus of the present investigation is the identification of material
parameters from spectral data in the context of narrow plate models. One
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reason for the consideration of these models in preference to thin beam
models is that torsional frequencies may be introduced with these models
to yield additional information. Indeed, for certain identification problems,
torsional frequencies appear to be more useful than lateral frequencies for
determining materialrstructural parameters of the structure in question;
w xsee 10 .
The approach used here in solving the spectral identification problem is
to formulate an optimization problem based on minimization of the least
squares difference between observed natural frequencies and comparable
frequencies calculated numerically for the proposed mathematical model.
More precisely, we wish to estimate the parameters of our model by
comparing a set of N calculated frequencies with a corresponding set of0
N experimentally observed frequencies. This is accomplished by selecting0
parameters so as to minimize a fit-to-data criterion which is quadratic in
the frequency differences. Consequently, the parameter-to-state mapping
carries the selected parameters to a set of N eigenvalues, determined0
by the mathematical model, to be compared with those obtained by ob-
servation.
In comparing spectral data, it is useful to take into account the modal
multiplicity associated with a given frequency even though it may not be
immediately obvious what that multiplicity is. Thus our existence theory
allows for the possibility of multiple eigenvalues even when the precise
multiplicity is not known. However, in our analyses of approximation and
differentiability it will be useful to assume that the eigenvalues are of unit
multiplicity. For the case of a narrow plate, this assumption has imposed
no real limitation since, in the validation studies carried out for the narrow
plate model, it has been possible to verify from direct inspection of the
w xdata that the frequencies are of single multiplicity 10 .
In the output-least-squares formulation of the estimation problem for
distributed systems, computational work is carried out using finite dimen-
sional approximations for the distributed system and minimization algo-
rithms optimizing the given fit-to-data criterion. To analyze such an
approach in the present case, it is necessary to understand the correspond-
ing eigenvalue approximation problem and the relationship between the
approximating finite dimensional systems and the original distributed
system. In addition, the continuity and differentiability properties of the
parameter-to-state mapping are important in obtaining the existence of
solutions for the output-least-squares estimation problem and for devising
algorithms to approximate those solutions. Moreover, the continuity prop-
erties of the parameter to eigenvalue problems enable us to obtain limit
theorems concerning the optimal estimators based on the approximating
finite dimensional problems. Finally, differentiability results in the case of
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single multiplicity allow us to establish the stability of our estimates with
respect to the available frequency data obtained from experiment.
In the rest of this introductory section, we introduce the specific model
equations, i.e., the narrow plate equations, which we propose to study here.
In Section 2, we discuss basic continuity problems and some approximation
results for eigenvalue problems associated with those equations. Using
regularity properties for the narrow plate eigenfunctions, we may obtain
an approximation theory sufficient for the parameter estimation work
carried out here. In Section 3, we make use of the discussion of Section 2
to obtain results for a spectral identification problem and some related
differentiability theorems. Finally, in Section 4, we present an estimation
algorithm designed to determine the shape of a narrow plate from experi-
 .mentally generated spectral i.e., natural frequency data and we report the
results of several recent numerical studies of this type.
To specify the model more concretely, let us suppose that a linear
homogeneous isotropic elastic body of density r in its equilibrium configu-
ration occupies a region R in R3:
h h
R s x , y , z : 0 F x F L, k x F y F k x , y F z F . .  .  .1 2 52 2
We will further suppose that there is a real number b such that
k x s b x y k x , k x s b x y k x . 1.1 .  .  .  .  .1 2
w xwhere k is piecewise continuous and non-vanishing on 0, L . We will refer
to this elastic body as a plate. A general displacement of such a plate is
 .  .described by displacement functions u x, y, z, t , ¨ x, y, z, t , and
 .w x, y, z, t corresponding to the displaced coordinates of the material
 .point lying at x, y, z in the equilibrium configuration. In narrow theory
 w x .see 10 , e.g. , we further suppose the elastic body to be so arranged and
the dynamic environment so restricted that the displacement functions
may be assumed to take the special forms
u x , y , z , t s zF x , t , 1.2 .  .  .
¨ x , y , z , t s zC x , t , 1.3 .  .  .
w x , y , z , t s Z x , t q y y b x z x , t . 1.4 .  .  .  .  .
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Under these assumptions we may derive the so called affine narrow plate
equations
3 2rkh ­ F ­Z ­ ­ F
1q Gkh F q y bz y 2kD s f , 1.5 .26 ­ x ­ x ­ x­ t
3 2rkh ­ F ­ 1 y m ­ F .
2w xq Gkh C q z y kD s f , 1.6 .26 ­ x 2 ­ x­ t
2­ Z ­ ­Z
32 rkh y Gkh F q y bz s f , 1.7 .2 ­ x ­ x­ t
2­ z ­Z
rhI q Gkh C q z y b F q y bz 1.8 .y 2 ­ x­ t
­ Gh ­z
4y I s f ,y­ x 2 ­ x
 .  .valid for x ' 0, L and t g 0, q` . The coefficients D and G are given
by
Gh3
D s , G s 2n ;
6 1 y m .
2 3D is referred to as the flexural rigidity. The coefficient I s k is the¨ 3
rotational inertial. Here m and n are the Lame constants of the material´
 w x.cf. 5 . For the work of this article, we assume the structure is constrained
 .i.e., clamped along the boundary x s 0, so that
F s C s Z s z s 0 at x s 0, 1.9 i .  .
but is free at x s L, corresponding to conditions
­ F ­ C
L, t s L, t s 0, 1.9 ii .  .  .  .
­ x ­ x
­Z ­z
F L, t q L, t y bz L, t s L, t s 0. .  .  .  .
­ x ­ x
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The associated eigenvalue problem for this system takes the form
3­Z ­ ­ F rkh
Gkh F q y bz y 2kD s l F , 1.10 .
­ x ­ x ­ x 6
3­ 1 y m ­ F rkh .w xGkh C q z y kD s l C , 1.11 .
­ x 2 ­ x 6
­ ­Z
y Gkh F q y bz s l 2 rkhZ, 1.12 .
­ x ­ x
­Z ­ Gh ­z
Gkh C q z y b F q y bz y I s lrhI z . 1.13 .y y /­ x ­ x 2 ­ x
We wish to emphasize that such narrow plate models possess some
distinct advantages compared with full plate models. Obviously, based on
geometric arguments, the 2 space dimensional plate equations have been
replaced by a one space dimensional system of equations. Such a simplifi-
cation substantially reduces computational time for the numerical solution
of the model equations and the equations arising in the estimation
problems. The one dimensional model incorporates the plate geometry
into the material coefficients. A further advantage is that the narrow plate
model allows regularity properties of solutions to be deduced quite easily.
These regularity properties allow us to obtain uniform error estimates for
eigenvalues of approximating finite element systems. In the context of
‘‘full’’ plate models such regularity properties appear to hold only for
regions R with boundaries possessing much more smoothness than we
assume in this work.
2. SPECTRAL PROPERTIES
In this section, we consider the eigenvalue problem associated with the
 .  .system 1.5 ] 1.8 . We collect results concerning the continuous depen-
dence of eigenvalues on parameters, regularity of eigenfunctions, and the
approximation of eigenvalues of that system by means of eigenvalues from
finite dimensional approximating systems.
w xIn 10 , we noted that the ‘‘moderately thin narrow’’ plate equations
 .  .1.5 ] 1.8 can be associated with the energy form
W1 ­ W * ­ W ­ W *L H J ­ WE W s M q W *, dx , . H J* K2 ­ t ­ t ­ x0
­ x
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 .where the transpose of a vector or matrix u is denoted by u* and the
 .vector-valued function F, C, Z, z * is abbreviated by W. In particular, we
have
3rkh
0 0 0
6
3rkh
M x s , . 0 0 0
6
0 0 2 rkh 0
0 0 0 rhIy
2kD 0 0 0
1 y m .
0 kD 0 0
2K x s , .
0 0 Gkh 0
Gh
0 0 0 Iy2
0 0 Gkh 0
0 0 0 0
J x s , . 0 0 0 0
0 0 yGb kh 0
and
Gkh 0 0 yGkhb
0 Gkh 0 Gkh
H x s . . 0 0 0 0
2yGkhb Gkh 0 Gkh 1 q b .
For our present considerations, the relevant boundary conditions are
 .1.5 ; that is, the plate is clamped at x s 0 and free at x s L.
 .  .We introduce function spaces associated with the problem 1.5 ] 1.9 .
Denote by H and V the Hilbert spaces
H s L2 0, L; R4 s w , w , w , w : w g L2 0, L , .  .  . 41 2 3 4 i
and
V s H 1 0, L; R4 s w , w , w , w : w g H 1 0, L .  .  . 41 2 3 4 i
with the corresponding norms. It should be noted that V embeds com-
pactly into H, and it is clear that for any V g V
5 5 5 5V F V .H V
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 . .The essential, or kinematic, boundary conditions 1.9 i are incorporated
into the subspace V :0
V s w , . . . , w g V: w 0 s 0 . 4 .  .0 1 4 i
 .The potential energy component of the energy functional 2.1 corre-
sponds to the symmetric bilinear form on V = V given by
H x J x .  .L WUw xa V , W s V *, V dx , 2.2 .  .H x WJ* x K x x .  .0
where H, J and K are the indicated n = n matrices, H and K being
symmetric, K positive definite. The kinetic energy, on the other hand, is
expressed in terms of a bilinear form on H = H given by
L
b V , W s V *M x W dx , 2.3 .  .  .H
0
5 5where M is symmetric and positive definite. The associated norm ? isb
equivalent to the standard norm in H; i.e., there are positive constants n 1
and n such that2
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2n W F W F n W . 2.4 .H b H1 2
 .Carrying out the multiplications indicated in 2.2 , we find that
1 y m GhL 2 2 2a W , W s 2kDF q kDC q I z . H x x y x2 20
2 2qGkh Z q F y bz q Ghk C q z dx , 2.5 .  .  .x
from which it is clear that
a W , W G 0, W g V . . 0
Remark 2.1. From the boundary conditions in the definition of V it is0
 .clear that if W g V and a W, W s 0, then W ' 0.0
 .From 2.5 and Cauchy’s inequality, it follows that there are constants
m G 0 and a ) 0 such that for every W g V0
5 5 2 5 5 2a W , W q m W G a W . 2.6 .  .b V
In fact, a stronger result is true.
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LEMMA 2.2. There exists g ) 0 such that
5 5 2a W , W G g W 2.7 .  .V
for all W g V .0
Proof. We show that there is a positive constant a such thatˆ
5 5 2a W , W G a W for any W g V . 2.8 .  .ˆ H 0
If this were not the case, then for each n there would exist W satisfyingn
5 5W s 1 and such thatHn
0 F a W , W F 1rn. .n n
 .  .Then it follows from 2.4 and 2.6 that
5 5 21rn q mn G a W .V2 n
 .`Consequently there is a subsequence, again written W , such thatn ns1
W ª W weakly in Vn
and
W ª W strongly in H.n
5 5The limit satisfies W s 1 and, from the weak lower semicontinuity ofH
 .the bilinear form a ?, ? ,
lim a W , W G a W , W . .  .n n
 .Hence we conclude a W, W s 0 and from Remark 2.1, W s 0, contradict-
5 5  .ing W s 1. The lemma then follows from 2.6 by settingH
n s aar a q mn . .ˆ ˆ 2
Remark 2.3. If F g H, then the equation
a W , V s F , V .  .H
has a unique solution satisfying
1
5 5 5 5W F F .V H
g
To pose the identification problem, we assume the coefficient matrices
H, J, K, M depend on a parameter q g Q . The set Q is the set ofad ad
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admissible parameters and is contained in a Hilbert space Q. The depen-
 .  .dence on q is indicated by modifying 2.2 and 2.3 as follows:
H x ; q J x ; q .  .L WUw xa V , W ; q s V *, V dx : . H x WJ* x ; q K x ; q x .  .0
L
b V , W ; q s V *M x ; q W dx. .  .H
0
5 5 2  .We suppose that for q g Q and with V s a V, V; q the inequalityaq.ad
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2g V G V G g V 2.9 .V aq. V2 1
holds.
 .  5 5 4 R  .Let B R s q g Q: q F R and set Q s Q l B R . We intro-Q ad ad
duce the following assumptions on Q :ad
 .  .  .A.1 For R ) 0, the constants n , n , g , and g in 2.4 and 2.91 2 1 2
are independent of q g Q R ;ad
 .A.2 Q is a weakly closed subset of the space Q.ad
R  .Since Q is a Hilbert space, Q is weakly compact under assumption A.2 .ad
The variational form of the eigenvalue problem associated with
 .  .1.5 ] 1.9 may be stated as follows:
 .  .  .   . .E Find l q / 0, U q / 0, such that, for any V g V , a U q , V; q s0
 .   . .l q b U q , V; q .
 w x.  .Certainly cf. 4 for each q satisfying 2.9 there exists a countable set
of real eigenvalues,
l q : i s 1, . . . , 4 .i
such that if l s g rn ,0 1 2
0 - l F l q F l q F ??? , .  .0 1 2
 .with l q ª `. Here the eigenvalues are repeated according to multiplic-i
ity and appear at most finitely many times. Furthermore, there is a
complete set of associated eigenfunctions
U q : i s 1, 2, . . . , 4 .i
 .mutually orthogonal with respect to b ?, ? ; q .
If the multiplicity of the eigenvalues is unknown, we are then concerned
 .with the set-valued parameter-to-state mapping q ¬ L q from Q intoad
R, where
L q s l q : i s 1, . . . , N 4 .  .i 0
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is the set of the first N distinct eigenvalues. On the other hand, if the0
 .multiplicity is known, one employs the mapping a ¬ L a from Q intoad
R N0 , where
L q s l q , . . . , l q .  .  . 41 N0
 .and the not necessarily distinct eigenvalues are repeated according
multiplicity.
w x  . UUsing standard arguments 4 , we may define a mapping A q : V ¬ V0 0
by
 :a V , W ; q s A q , V , W .  .
 .and the mapping B q : H ¬ H by
b V , W ; q s B a V , W . .  . .H
 .The mapping B q is a bounded, positive definite, and self-adjoint map-
ping with
5 5B F n . 2.10 .2
 .Viewed as a function on H, the operator A q : H ¬ H is unbounded,
 .  .self-adjoint densely defined and closed. The domain D q of A q is
defined as
D q s V g V : A q V g H . 4 .  .0
 . 5 5 5  . 5Further, D q is a Hilbert space under the norm ? s A q ? thatDq. H
 .by 2.9 is equivalent to the graph norm.
We assume there is a Hilbert space D such that:
 . .A.3 i D ; V ; H, the inclusions being dense and continuous;0
 . .  .  . 5 5A.3 ii D q is a closed subspace of D. On D q the norm ? isDq.
5 5equivalent to the norm ? inherited from D. That is, for q g Q thereD ad
 .  .  .are positive constants k q and k q such that for any V g D q1 2
5 5 5 5 5 5k q V F V F k q V . .  .D Dq. D1 2
Furthermore, given R ) 0, the positive numbers k and k may be chosen1 2
independently of q g Q R .ad
 .`  .Remark 2.4. The eigenfunctions U belong to D q and hence toi is1
5 5D. Further, we have the estimate for the ith ? -normalized eigenfunc-bq.
tion U :i
5 5 1r2U F l q n r k n . .  .Di i 2 1 1
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 . .Proof. From A.3 ii , we have
1
5 5 5 5U F UD Dq.i ik1
5 5s l q rk B q U .  . . Hi 1 i
5 5F l q rk n U from 2.10 . .  . . . Hi 1 2 i
 .The estimate follows from 2.4 .
 .Given m g C, the resolvent operator R m ; q : H ª H, if defined, is0 0
the bounded operator
y1
R m ; q s A q y m B q . .  .  . .0
 .  .LEMMA 2.5. Let A.1 and A.2 hold. Suppose V, W g V and the
mappings from Q , with its weak topology, into R,ad
q ¬ a V , W ; q , q ¬ b V , W ; q , .  .
 .  .are such that there are functions K s K q , q and K s K q , q witha a 1 2 b b 1 2
< < 5 5 5 5a V , W ; q y a V , W ; q F K q , q V W , 2.11 .  .  .  .V V1 2 a 1 2
< < 5 5 5 5b V , W ; q y b V , W ; q F K q , q V W . 2.12 .  .  .  .H H1 2 b 1 2
 .  . where K q , q ª 0 and K q , q ª 0 as q ª q weakly in Q. Then cf.a 1 2 b 1 2 1 2
 ..2.6 for m G m0
5 5R m ; q y R m ; q ª 0 .  . V0 1 0 2
as q ª q weakly in Q.1 2
Proof. Consider the equations, with f g H,
a V , W ; q q m b V , W ; q s f , W , i s 1, 2. .  .  .Hi i 0 i i
From the assumption that m G m, we see that V exists and satisfies0 i
1
5 5 5 5V F f , i s 1, 2.V Hi a
Setting V s V y V , we find that1 2
a V , W ; q q m b V , W ; q s a V , W ; q y a V , W ; q .  .  .  .1 0 1 2 2 2 1
q m b V , W ; q y b V , W ; q .  .0 2 2 2 1
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 .  .for an arbitrary W g V . From 2.8 and 2.9 , it follows, with W s V, that0
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5a V F K q , q V q m K q , q V F K q , q V .  .  .V V H Va 1 2 2 0 b 1 2 2 1 2 2
 .  .  .for K q , q s K q , q q m K q , q , and1 2 a 1 2 0 b 1 2
5 5 2 5 5V F K q , q ra f . . .V H1 2
The result follows.
 .  .  .  .PROPOSITION 2.6. If A.1 , A.2 , 2.11 , and 2.12 hold, then the
set-¨ alued mapping
q ¬ L q s l q : i s 1, . . . , N 4 .  .i 0
is continuous from Q with the weak Q-topology into R. Further, thead
  .  .. N0mapping q ¬ l q , . . . , l q from Q into R is continuous, with the1 N ad0
eigen¨alues listed in increasing order according to multiplicity.
w x w xProof. This result follows from Lemma 2.5, 6, pp. 212]213 , and 4 .
The following assumption is valid for affine narrow plate models as
w xdiscussed in 10 .
 .A.4 For any q g Qad
0 - l - l q - l q - ??? - l q . .  .  .0 1 2 N0
 .Remark 2.7. Clearly A.4 is equivalent to the assumption that for
every q g Q the eigenvalues are positive and are of multiplicity one.ad
 .  .  .COROLLARY 2.8. Under assumptions A.1 , A.2 , and A.4 and the
hypotheses of Lemma 2.5, we ha¨e
l q ª l q as n ª `, i s 1, . . . , N , 2.13 .  .  .i n i 0
if
`
q ; Q , q ª q weakly in Q. 2.14 .  .n ad nns1
 .  .  .Proof. From A.2 , we see that 2.14 implies a g Q . Thus, A.4ad
  .  . 4implies that 0 - g s min l q y l q : i s 1, . . . , N y 1 . Fixing aiq1 i 0
subscript j and setting d s gr2, application of the continuity result to just
the jth eigenvalue implies, for n sufficiently large, that
< <l q y l q - d . .  .j n j
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  .In fact, since there are only finitely many elements in the collection l q :i
˜ ˜4i s 1, . . . , N , there exists an N such that, for n G N.0
< <l q y l q - d , i s 1, 2, . . . , N . .  .i n i 0
In computation, it is necessary to approximate the eigenvalue problem
 .E by a finite dimensional problem. Accordingly, we formulate an approxi-
mation of our estimation problem in a finite element context. Let SN be
an N-dimensional subspace of V , for each positive integer N, for which0
the following approximation assumption is valid:
˜ ˜ .  .  .A.5 There is a function C N such that C N ª 0 as N ª ` with
the property that, for any U g D, there exists an element U N belonging to
SN satisfying the inequality
N ˜5 5 5 5U y U F C N U . .V D
The approximate eigenvalue problem is given by the following:
 . NE.N Find U g S such that
a U, V ; q s l q b U, V ; q .  .  .
for every V g SN.
This formulation leads us to the so-called generalized eigen¨alue problem
in R N,
 .E.N 9
AN q c s l q B N q c, .  .  .
N . N .wherein the matrix A q is symmetric and B q is both symmetric and
 . N .positive definite. With assumption A.4 , A q is positive definite for
each q g Q . We consequently obtain N positive eigenvaluesad
0 - l - l F l F ??? F l0 1 N 2 N NN
and N eigenvectors U N g V N which may be normalized so that
a U N , U N ; q s l d , .k l k N k l
b U N , U N ; q s d , 1 F k , l F N. .k l k1
 . w xSuppose that assumption A.4 holds. It follows from 2, 3, 11 that for
 .  .q g Q , with A.1 and A.2 valid, we havead
l q F l q F l q .  .  .k k N k
1r2y1k k
2 2N N5 5 5 5q U y U 1 y U y U , aq. bq.i i i i 5
is1 is1
2.15 .
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5 5where U is the ? -normalized eigenfunction associated with the ithbq.i
N  .eigenvalue l . Hence, if the spaces S satisfy condition A.5 , we mayi
obtain an estimate for the approximation of the first l eigenvalues,
 .  .expressed in terms of N. Thus, with A.4 and A.5 and using the
 .inequality 2.13 , we may approximate the eigenvalues l for 1, . . . , l , fork
parameter values in a prescribed admissible set Q , provided we have thead
 .smoothness of the eigenfunctions U q and the approximation propertiesr
of the set of functions SN.
 .  .PROPOSITION 2.9. Let assumptions A.1 ] A.5 hold. Then for a g Q ,ad
l q F l q F l q .  .  .k k N k
y1k k
2 2 2 2˜ ˜q K C N l q 1 y K C N l q , .  .  .  . i1 i 2 i
is1 is1
2.16 .
 .where K and K are gi¨ en in 2.19 .1 2
5 N 5 2  .  .Proof. We estimate U y U . From inequalities 2.9 , A.5 , andaq.i i
 . .A.3 ii , it follows that
22 2N ˜5 5 5 5U y U F g q C N U . .  .aq. Di i 2 i
From Remark 2.4, we have now
22N ˜5 5U y U q F g q rn q C N l q n q rk q . 2.17 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .aq.i i 2 1 i 2 1
From similar estimates, we see that
22N ˜5 5U y U q F n q rn q C N l q n q rk q , 2.18 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .bq.i i 2 1 i 2 1
 .  .and the result follows from the bounds in 2.17 and 2.18 by setting
2 2K s g rn n rk and K s n rn n rk . 2.19 .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1
The convergence estimates just described allow us to obtain the follow-
ing limit theorem.
 .  .THEOREM 2.10. Let A.1 ] A.5 and the hypotheses of Lemma 2.5 hold.
 .  .Suppose that q ª q weakly in Q with q g Q . Then l q ª l q forn n ad i N n i
i s 1, . . . , l .
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Proof. From the triangle inequality, we have
< < < < < <l q y l q F l q y l q q l q y l q . .  .  .  .  .  .i N n i i N n i n i n i
 .From Corollary 2.8 we see that, given « ) 0, there is n s n « such thati i
if n G n then1
«
< <l q y l q F .  .i n i 2
 .for i s 1, . . . , l . Hence, for n G n « , it follows that1
l l 2«2
l q F l q q s L q , « . 2.20 .  .  .  . i n i /2is1 is1
 .By applying 2.16 with q replaced by q ,n
0 F l q y l q .  .k N n k n
y1k k
2 2 2 2˜ ˜F K C N l q 1 y K C N l q . .  .  .  . 1 i n 2 i n
is1 is1
Moreover, since q ª q weakly in Q, it follows that there is an R ) 0n
such that q g Q R . Hence, the constants K and K may be taken to ben ad 1 2
 .independent of q . Now applying 2.20 , we haven
0 F l q y l q .  .k N n k n
y12 2˜ ˜F K C N L q , « 1 y K C N L q , « , .  .  .  .1 2
 .  .for any n G n « . Hence, there is N s N q, « such that if N G N then1 2 2 2
«
0 F l q y l q F . .  .k N n k n 2
 .Summarizing, given « ) 0 there exist positive integers n s n q, « and1 1
 .N s N q, « such that for any n G n and N G N2 2 1 2
< <l q y l q F « . .  .i N n i
Thus, we see that
lim l q s l q .  .i N n i
Nª`
nª`
for any i s 1, . . . , l .
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3. ESTIMATION WITH SPECTRAL DATA
In this section, we study the estimation of parameters from spectral data
 .  .in the context of the narrow plate model given by Eqs. 1.5 ] 1.9 . We
specify the admissible parameter set, state the estimation problem and
establish that the theory developed in the previous section applies. In this
way, existence is demonstrated and approximation properties are proved.
We also indicate differentiability and identifiability properties for related
finite dimensional problems.
 .We consider the problem of identifying the shape function k x de-
 .scribed in 1.1 from spectral data. We begin with the assumption:
 .  . 1 .A.6 The function k: 0, L ¬ R belongs to H 0, L and r, h, D,
G, and m are positive constants.
The estimation problem is to find the shape function k corresponding0
 0 4to a set v : i s 1, . . . , N of observed natural frequencies within ai 0
specified set Q of shape functions. An example of such a set, which willad
serve our purposes here, is given by
 4Q s k g Q: k G g ) 0 , 3.1 .ad 0
1 .where g g R and Q s H 0, L .0
We also consider an admissible set defined as follows. Let P be a
 . M  .partition of 0, L into m subintervals and let S 0, L be the M s m q 1
dimensional space of piecewise linear spline functions defined on the
w x M  .partition P 11 . It is clear that S 0, L ; Q. Then we can define
Q s k g S M 0, L : k G g ) 0 . 3.2 .  . 4ad 0
1 . 0w xThe space H 0, L imbeds compactly into C 0, L , and we have the
estimate
1r2
1< < 5 5k x F 2 L k .  . H 0 , L.
w xfor any x g 0, L .
 .  .Remark 3.1. It is clear that the functional b ?, ? ; k , as defined in 2.3 ,
 .  .  .and the functional a ?, ? ; k , as defined in 2.2 , with Q given by 3.1 orad
 .  .  .  .3.2 , satisfy A.1 . Further, Q as defined in either 3.1 or 3.2 satisfiesad
 . 1 .A.2 . Moreover, from the compactness of the embedding of H 0, L into
0w x  .  .C 0, L , it follows that conditions 2.11 and 2.12 of Lemma 2.5 hold.
To give a general formulation of the estimation problem, we assume
 0 4that a finite set of natural frequencies v : i s 1, . . . , N is obtained ini 0
 .  .some way, e.g., by laboratory experiment. Based on the model 1.5 ] 1.9
 .and the associated eigenvalue problem E described above, we consider
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the problem of estimating the real eigenvalues listed according to multi-
.plicity
0 - l k F l k F ??? F l k ; .  .  .1 2 N0
these are to be compared with the N -tuple0
20 0 0 0 0L s l , . . . , l , l s v , i s 1, . . . , N . 4  .1 N i i 00
Of course, the eigenvalues are functions of the parameter function k s
 .  .  .  .  .k x which determines the matrices H k , J k , K k , and M k .
We distinguish the case in which the multiplicity of each observed
eigenvalue is known from that in which the multiplicity is unknown. In the
case of a narrow plate, the eigenvalues are of single multiplicity and thus
 .satisfy A.4 . Where, in the general case, the multiplicity is unknown, the
parameter-to-state mapping may be treated as a set-valued mapping
k ¬ L k s l k : i s 1, . . . , N 4 .  .i 0
from Q to the set of the first N distinct eigenvalues. The identificationad 0
problem may then be formulated as follows:
 .I Find parameters k g Q such that0 ad
J k s inf J k : k g Q , 4 .  .0 ad
0 5 5 2J k s dist L k y L q a k . .  . . Q
w x  .Here ‘‘dist’’ denotes the Hausdorff distance 6 between the sets L k and
L0 and a is a positive weighting constant.
 .  .  .PROPOSITION 3.2. For Q specified as in 3.1 or 3.2 , with A.6ad
 .applying, the set of solutions of the identification problem I is not empty.
  . .  .Proof. Let R s J g q « ra , « ) 0. Since the values of J k are0
bounded below we may suppose that k is a minimizing sequence: thusi
k g Q andi ad
˜J k ª d s inf J k : k g Q . 4 .  .i ad
5 5 1r2It follows that for i sufficiently large k F R . Since a closed ball in QQi
 4`is weakly compact, it follows that a subsequence, again designated k ,i is1
converges weakly in Q to an element k . By Remark 3.1, k g Q . From0 0 ad
weak lower semicontinuity of the norm of a Hilbert space and Proposition
2.6, it follows that
d˜ s lim J k G J k . .  .i 0
 .Hence, k is a solution of I .0
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Remark 3.3. If the multiplicity of the eigenvalues is known, as in the
 .case, for example, when A.4 applies, the parameter-to-state mapping may
be viewed as a mapping from Q into R N0 and an equivalent formulationad
 .for problem I given by
 .I9 Find parameters k belonging to Q such that0 ad
J k s inf J k : k g Q . 4 .  .0 ad
N0
2 20 5 5J k s l k y l q a k . .  . . i i x
is1
The existence of such k follows from an argument similar to that above0
with the application of the second part of Proposition 2.6.
To approximate the eigenvalue problem within the framework described
in the previous section, let
D s H 2 0, L; R4 l V , 3.3 .  .0
D k s W g V : A k W g H . 3.4 4 .  .  .0
 . .  .Trivially, D satisfies A.3 i . The subspace D k imposes conditions such
that elements resulting from application of the differential operator in
 .  .  .Eqs. 1.10 ] 1.13 on elements in D k belong to H and that the boundary
 .  . .conditions 1.9 are satisfied. The clamped conditions 1.9 i are the
essential boundary conditions contained in the definition of the space V .0
 .  . .If it is shown that D k ; D, then since the boundary conditions 1.9 ii
are associated with continuous operators from D into R, it follows that
 .D k is a closed subspace of D.
 .  .  . .LEMMA 3.4. If k satisfies 3.1 or 3.2 , then A.3 ii holds.
 .Proof. We show that D k ; D. We demonstrate this for the left-hand
 .side of Eq. 1.6 . Let a s 2kD, b s Gkh, and
A k W s y aF q b F q Z y bz . 3.5 .  .  .  .1 x xx
 .  . 2 .If W g D k , then f s A k W g L 0, L . Since k g Q , we see that1 1 ad
aF s ya F q b F q Z y bz y f . 3.6 .  .x x x x x 1
 . 1 . 2, 1 .Hence, the right-hand side of 3.6 is in L 0, L , and F g W 0, L . But
` .  .this implies that F g L 0, L . Again, from 3.6 , we conclude that F gx
2 .H 0, L and W g D. Clearly, then
5 5 2 5 5 1 5 5 2A k F F 2 a F . L 0 , L. H 0 , L. L 0 , L.1 x x
2 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q b F q Z q b zL 0 , L. L 0 , L. L 0 , L. L 0 , L.x
5 5F K W .D3
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 .On the other hand, from 3.5 and Remark 2.3, we see that
y12 25 5 5 5 5 5F F g A k W q K W . .L 0 , L. L 0 , L. Vx x 0 1 0
But we note that
12 25 5 5 5W F WV aq.
g1
1
F A k W , W . .Hg1
1
5 5 5 5F A k W W , . H H
g1
and thus,
5 5 2 5 5F F K A k W . 3.7 .  .L 0 , L. Hx x 4
Remark 3.5.1. Given R ) 0, it should noted that the same K , K apply3 4
R  .  .for any k g Q , where Q is given by 3.1 or 3.2 . From the previousad ad
proposition and Remark 2.4, it follows that estimates uniform with respect
to subsets Q R of Q may be obtained for the D-norm of the normalizedad ad
eigenfunctions. Accordingly, the estimate
5 5 1r2U k F l k n r k n .  .  .Di i 2 1 1
holds for all k g Q R .ad
Let
N  4S s span B : i s 1, . . . , N ,i
where the functions B are linear spline functions constructed with respecti
 .  w x.to a uniform mesh on 0, L , vanishing at x s 0 cf. 11 . Thus, given a
 .mesh corresponding to division of 0, L into N equal subintervals, there
N  N .4are 4N basis functions spanning S s S .
Remark 3.5.2. From the properties of linear splines, we have
5 N 5 5 5U y U F CrN U , U g D, .V D
 w x.  .where C is a positive constant depending only on L cf. 2, 11 . Thus A.5
holds for SN.
Applying Proposition 2.9 and Theorem 2.10, we obtain convergence
 .results for eigenvalues of E.N with k g Q .ad
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 4`THEOREM 3.6. Let k be a sequence of elements in Q , where Qn ns1 ad ad
 .  .satisfies 3.1 or 3.2 , such that k ª k weakly in Q. Then k g Q and, forn ad
 .  .any fixed l ) 0, the eigen¨alue set l k ª l k as N, n ª `, i si N n i
1, . . . , l .
 .The discrete version of the estimation problem I is formulated analo-
 .gously, the frequencies being calculated from the matrix equation E.N :
 . NI.N Find parameters k belonging to an admissible set Q such that0 ad
J k N s inf J k : k g Q , 4 . .0 ad
N0
2 2N 0 5 5J k s l k y l q a k . .  . . QN i
is1
From the compactness of Q R and the previous theorem we have thead
following result.
 N 4COROLLARY 3.7. Let k ; Q be the set of solutions of the problem0 ad
 .  .  .  Nj 4`I.N with Q gi¨ en by 3.1 or 3.2 . Then any sequence k has aad 0 js1
 .weak cluster point k and any such cluster point is a solution of I .0
˜ 1r2  . . 4Proof. Let « ) 0 and R s J g q « ra . Then0
J Nj g G J Nj k Nj .  .0 0
implies that k Nj belongs to Q R for sufficiently large R. The existence of0 ad
cluster points then follows from the compactness of Q R . Consequently,ad
 Nj 4`there is a subsequence, which we again designate by k , such that0 js1
k Nj ª k weakly in Q and k g Q . From Theorem 3.6, there follows0 0 0 ad
l k Nj ª l k , i s 1, . . . , N , . .i N 0 i 0 0j
as N ª `. Accordingly, we see thatj
lim J Nj k Nj G J k . . .0 0
˜  .If k is a solution of I , it follows from Proposition 2.9 that0
Nj ˜ ˜J k ª J k .  .0 0
as j ª `. But from the optimality of k Nj, we see that0
Nj ˜ Nj NjJ k G J k . . .0 0
Hence, it follows that
˜J k G J k . .0 0
and we conclude that k is a solution.0
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 .We next discuss the differentiability of the functional k ¬ J k . We will
assume throughout this discussion that
A.4 holds and Q is given by 3.2 . .  .ad
 .  .Thus we may view the mapping k ¬ l k , where l k is an eigenvalue of
multiplicity one associated with k, as a mapping from R M, with M s m q 1,
into R. It is possible to treat differentiability in a more general setting than
w xwe do here; the reader is referred to 4, pp. 176]177, 186, 189]190 for a
 .discussion of the differentiability of the map k ¬ l k . There it is shown
that eigenvalue problems of the type considered here may be viewed in a
finite dimensional setting. Thus, one may obtain results analogous to those
in the case for matrices.
 .For our purposes we consider the identification problem I.N ; we view
the parameter k g Q as an m-tuple and consider the eigenvalue prob-ad
 .lem E.N 9:
AN k c s l k B N k c. .  .  .
 .The eigenvalues l k are, of course, the roots of the characteristic equa-
tion
N Ndet A k y lB k s 0. .  .
M N0 N0  .We define the function F: R = R ¬ R , with L s l , . . . , l , by1 N0
F k , L s det AN k y l B N k , i s 1, . . . , N . .  .  . .1 i 0
and make the assumption
 .  .  .A.7 k, L ¬ F k, L is Frechet differentiable.
 .  .  w x.Under assumptions A.4 and A.7 cf. 4 , the implicit function theo-
 .  .rem allows us to see that if F k , L s 0 and D F k, L is nonsingular0 0 k
 .  .there is a neighborhood of k , L wherein the function L ¬ k L is well0 0
 .defined and differentiable. Similarly, if D F k, L is nonsingular, theL
 .function k ¬ L k is well-defined and differentiable.
We describe briefly the formal calculation of the derivations of the
 .  w x.mapping k ¬ l k cf. 4 . Referring to the generalized eigenvalue prob-
 .lem E.N 9 of Section 2 and assuming all entities involved to be twice
continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of the parameter k, there
 .  .  .  .are A s A k , B s B k , l s l k , and c k , i s 0, 1, 2, such that fori i i i i i i
h g R N,
AN k q « h s A q « A q « 2A q higher order terms: . 0 1 2
B N k q « h s B q « B q « 2B q h.o.t. : .  .0 1 2
l k q « h s l q «l q « 2l q h.o.t. : .  .0 1 2
c k q « h s c q «c q « 2c q h.o.t. . .  .0 1 2
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These together satisfy
AN k q « h c k q « h ' l k q « h B N k q « h c k q « h . .  .  .  .  .
 .We may suppose c k q « h normalized, as a function of « , so that
cU B c k q « h ' 1 clearly implies cU B c s 1 , .  .0 0 0 0 0
cU B c k q « h y c ' 0 clearly implies cU B c s 0, i s 1, 2 . .  . .0 0 0 0 0 i
Using the above expansions and equating terms of the same order in « , we
have the equations
A k c s l B c , 3.8 .  .0 0 0 0 0
A y l B c s l B q l B y A c , 3.9 .  .  .0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
A y l B c s l B c q B c q l B c q B c .  .  .0 0 0 2 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
q l B c y A c y A c . 3.10 .2 0 0 1 1 2 0
 .Equation 3.9 has a solution if and only if
cU l B q l B y A c s 0. .0 1 0 0 1 1 0
 .From the normalization of c k q « h , it follows that
l s cU A c y l cU B c . 3.11 .1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
 .The vector c may then be determined uniquely from 3.9 by writing1
c s c H q ac and noting that the normality condition implies a s 0. We1 0 0
then have the following expression for l :2
l s cU A c q c A c y l cU B c q B c y l cU B c . 3.12 .  .2 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
The first and second Frechet derivatives, in the direction h, of the ith´
eigenvalue are given by
Dl k h s l , D2l k h , h s l , .  .  .  .i i1 i i2
 .respectively. We note that if l k is twice Frechet differentiable, then´i
there exist positive numbers L and L such thati1 i2
< < 5 5l F L h ,Qi1 i1
< < 5 5 2l F L h . 3.13 .Qi2 i2
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The derivatives of J in the direction h are given by
N0
DJ k h s 2 l k y l l q a k , h . .  .  .  . . Q i 0 i i1
is1
3.14 .
N0
22 2 5 5D J k h , h s 2 l k y l l q l q a h , .  .  . . Qi 0 i i2 i1
is1
respectively. It follows that
1r2N0
2 22 5 5D J k h , h G a y L l k y l h , 3.15 .  .  .  . . Q2 i 0 i /is1
where
1r2N0
2L s L .2 i2
is1
With the above as background, we consider the stability with respect to
perturbation of the data. We denote the unperturbed data as L and the0
fit-to-data functional by
< < 2 5 5 2J k ; L s L k y L q a k . .  . Q
The estimation problem is given by
 . .  .I L minimize J k; L subject to k g Q .ad
 . .  .We denote the solution set of I L by Q L . Noting first that, with
 .k g Q L ,0 0
< < 2 5 5 2J g , L G J k L , L s L k y L q a k , .  .  . . Q0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 <  . < 4we let d s inf L k y L : k g Q and choose a so that0 ad
0 - x s a y L d . 3.16 .2
 .With a so chosen, it follows from 3.14 that
2 5 5 2D J k h , h G x h 3.17 .  .  .Q0
for any solution k .0
 .Let G: Q ¬ Q be defined by G k s g y k so that the constraint0
 .  w x.becomes G k F 0. It is clear that this constraint is regular cf. 1, 7, 8 in
the sense that if k g Q then there exists h g D such thatad
G k q DG k h s g y k y h - 0. .  . 0
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w xApplying the Kuhn]Tucker Theorem 7, 8 , there is a Lagrange multiplier
l g Q* such that the Lagrangian
 :L k , l s J k q l, G k .  .  .
 .is stationary at a solution k of I . That is,0
 :DL k , l h s DJ k h y l, h s 0 .  .  .  .0 0
for any h g Q. The second derivative is given by
D2L k , l h , h s D2 J k h , h . .  .  .  .0 0
 .Under 3.17 , we have
2 5 5 2D L k , l h , h G x h , 3.18 .  .  .Q0
w xwhich gives a sufficient condition for the optimality of k 8 .0
 .  .PROPOSITION 3.8. Let 3.16 and A.7 hold and suppose that
 .  .  .D F k , L is nonsingular for e¨ery k g Q L . Then 3.18 holds for eachL 0 0 0 0
 .  .k g Q L and there are at most finitely many elements in Q L .0 0 0
To obtain stability with respect to perturbations of the data we apply
w x  .  .results of Alt 1 . Clearly, the mapping k ¬ G k is Lipschitz. Under A.7
 .and the additional assumption that D F k , L is nonsingular for allL 0 0
˜ .k g Q L , there is a number K ) 0 and a neighborhood of number0 0
˜  .K ) 0 a neighborhood U of Q L such that0
˜< < 5 5J k y J k F K k y k .  . Q1 2 1 2
for every k , k g U. Suppose that L is a data set considered to be a1 2 1
perturbation of L . From the cited work of Alt, we obtain the following.0
 .  .PROPOSITION 3.9. Let A.7 hold and suppose that D F k , L is non-L 0 0
 .  .singular for all k g Q L . There is a neighborhood U of Q L and a0 0 0
ˆ  .positi¨ e number K such that if J k; L has a relati¨ e minimum k subject to1 1
 .the constraint that G k F 0 in U, then
1r4N0
2ˆ5 5k y k F K l y l 3.19 .  .Q0 1 0 i 1 i /is1
 .for some k g Q L .0 0
Finally, it is straightforward to show that the set-valued mapping L ¬
 . N0 N0Q L from R is upper semicontinuous from R into Q with its strongad
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 w x.Q topology Q is finite dimensional; cf. 6 . It follows therefore that, given
 .a neighborhood U of Q L , there is a neighborhood V of L such that if0 0 0
 .yL g V then Q L ; U. We conclude that, in fact, if L ; V then for1 0 1 1 0
 .  .  .each k g Q L there is a k g Q L such that 3.19 holds.1 1 0 0
PROPOSITION 3.10. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.9, let U and
 .V be as specified abo¨e. If L ; V , then for any element k g Q L there0 1 0 1 1
 .  .is an element k g Q L such that 3.19 holds.0 0
4. ESTIMATION OF THE SHAPE PARAMETERS OF A
NARROW PLATE
To estimate the shape of a narrow plate, we seek to identify the shape
 .parameter function k, described in Section 3, so as to achieve an optimal
correspondence between the eigenvalues calculated from the associated
 4N0system and the observed natural frequencies l . To this end we let0 i is1
 4 1 .B : i s 1, . . . , N be a linearly independent set of in the space H 0, L .i
N  4To be precise, let S s span B : i s 1, . . . , N , where the functions B are0 i i
 .linear i.e., first degree splines constructed with respect to a uniform mesh
 .  w x.on 0, L , vanishing at x s 0 cf. 11 . Thus, given a mesh corresponding to
 .the division of 0, L into N equal subintervals, there are 4N basis
functions spanning SN s S N = S N = S N = S N.0 0 0 0
Using these basis functions we now define stiffness and mass matrices
 .  .for use in Eqs. 1.6 ] 1.9 . For i, j s 1, . . . , N, we define the matrices
L L0 1G s GhkB B dx , G s GhkB B dx. 4.1 .H H .  .s i j s i ji j i j0 0 x
0 0
L L2 2G s GhkB B dx , G s 2 DkB B dxH H .  .s i j K i ji j i j0 x x 0 x x
0 0
GhL2 3G s k B B dx ,H .s i x j xi j2 30
1 y m .L2G s DkB B dx.H .t i x j xi j0 20
rh3L L0 0G s kB B dx , G s 2 rhkB B dx.H H . /I i j r i ji jr , 0 0i j 60 0
2 rhL0 3G s k B B dx.H .r i ji j2 30
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Setting
N N N N
N N N NF s a B , Z s b B , C s c B , z s d B ,   i i i i i i i i
is1 is1 is1 is1
we define the matrices
0 2 1G q G G 0 0s K s0 0 0
i 2G * G 0 0 .s s0 0A s 4.2 .
2 0 00 0 G q G Gt s s0 0
0 0 20 0 G G q Gs s s0 0 0
and
0G 0 0 0Ir , 0
00 G 0 0r0B s , 4.3 .00 0 G 0Ir , 0
00 0 0 Gr2
 .and the 4N-dimensional vector u s col a, b, c, d . Then the discrete eigen-
 .value problem E.N 9 takes the form
Au s lBu. 4.4 .
 .We assume the parameter function k is in Q as defined in 3.2 . Thusad
for estimation purposes we express k also as a linear combination of linear
 4Mspline basis functions c constructed relative to a uniform mesh withj js0
M y 1 subintervals. Since no boundary conditions are imposed on k, we
set
M
k s k c . 4.5 . i i
is0
 .It follows that a specified M-tuple k s k , . . . , k determines a shape0 M
 .function k. The function k in turn determines the system 4.1 by means of
 .matrices A and B. From 4.4 , eigenvalue
l k - l k - ??? - l k .  .  .1 2 N0
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may be computed. We seek k such that0
J k s inf J k : k G g ) 0 , 4 .  .0 i 0
where
N0
2
J k s l k y l q a k*Gk 4.6 .  .  . . i 0 i
is1
with the entries of the matrix G given by
G s c , c . . 1i j iy1 jy1  .H 0, L
 .Thus the mapping k ¬ J k is obtained through the composition
k ¬ k k ¬ A , B ¬ L k ¬ J k .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  .  .with use of Eqs. 4.5 , 4.1 ] 4.3 , 4.4 , and 4.6 , respectively. Observing
that the matrices A and B can be expressed as polynomials in the
components of the vector k, it follows that A and B depend analytically on
the components of k. Since the eigenvalues are simple, the implicit
function theorem applied with N s M implies that the eigenvalues de-0
 .pend analytically on k and thus the mapping k ¬ J k , in turn, is analytic
as well.
 .To minimize the functional J ? in our computations, we employed a
straightforward steepest descent method. Since the derivative of the map-
 .ping k ¬ J k is rather complicated, we approximated the partial deriva-
tive by calculating the difference quotients
d J k s J k q « e y J k r« , .  .  . .i i
where the e are the standard basis vectors in R M and « was taken equali
to 0.001.
For the experimental test we studied an aluminum plate of 1r8 in.
thickness and 35 in. length situated as described in Section 1. The actual
width function of the plate used was
2 x q 42 r21, x g 0, 21 .  .
k x s , .0  4, x g 21, 35 .
so that the width of the plate, symmetric about the x-axis, corresponds to
  .  ..the y-interval yk x , k x . We sought to determine the function k0 0 0
through use of spectral data. It was deemed preferable to use eigenvalues
corresponding to torsional vibration modes because of their greater sensi-
w xtivity to shape variations 10 . The second through fifth observed torsional
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eigenvalues were used as data and we used piecewise linear basis functions
 .on a uniform partition of 0, L to approximate each of the state functions
F N, Z n, C N, and z N for N s 10. The descent procedure was initialized by
setting k ' 2.0, i s 0, 1, . . . , M y 1; various values of M, as indicated ini
Tables I]III, were used for the shape parameter discretization.
We give the results in terms of the L2 relative error, i.e., in terms of
L L2 2rel err s sqrt k x y k x dx k x dx . .  .  . .H H0 calc 0
0 0
In all cases, the relative error corresponding to the initial k values isi
0.471.
The results summarized in Tables I]III should be interpreted in the
TABLE I
M s 4
Iteration Relative error
1 0.345
5 0.260
10 0.0733
15 0.0485
20 0.0434
TABLE II
M s 5
Iteration Relative error
1 0.353
5 0.289
10 0.354
15 0.372
TABLE III
M s 6
Iteration Relative error
1 0.368
5 0.342
10 0.381
15 0.388
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light of the fact that only four observed eigenvalues are used in the
estimation algorithm. It is thus not surprising, taking the implicit function
theorem into account, that only the four-coefficient case of Table I yields
good results. A corollary is that nothing is gained in using a basis with
more elements than the number of observed eigenvalues.
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